HS committee meeting 2/5/22
Call to order 7:06 PM
Roll call
Present
Chairman
Referee
A/AA rep
Women rep
Quad rep
ACMC
BSTR
CFTR
DDR
NCTB
OSDR
PBTTR
RCDR
SADRA
Suncoast
Sunrunners
TCTR
Old business
None
Motion was made to move the Vet women starting row from row 9 to row 14.
Motion Randy Rash
Second Ryan McCarthy
Vote
0 for 17 against
Motion was made to move vet women from row 9 to row 11
Motion Randy Rash
Second Dan Aitken
Vote 17 for 0 against
Motion was made to change the FTR starting procedure from a lemans style run to the bike start to a
dead engine siting on the bike type start.
The reasoning being to try and elevate some of the congestion on the starting line.
Motion Randy Faul
Second Ben Kelly
Vote 9 for 7 against
A motion was made to change the Saturday race schedule as follows

8-8:30 Quad practice
9-9:30 bike practice
10-12 sportsman and beginners
12:15 – 1:45 MINI’S
2 – 3:30 Jr’s EVO Vintage Pre Mod
3:45 – 5:15 Quads
Motion Randy Faul 2nd Pete Rose
Vote 10 for 7 against
A motion was made as an emergency rule change to separate the Quad pee wee 4-8 50cc A/B classes
into two separate races this is a safety issue because of the wide variance of both ages and machines.
Motion Kyle Mcafee 2nd Dan Aitken
Vote 17 for 0 against
George Edwards came before the committee to protest his DQ at the Suncoast event.
After hearing explanations, the committee overturned the DQ by a vote of 10-5
Mark Cochran came before the committee to protest his advancement to A class
After discussion it was determined that due to points not being corrected timely, he was not aware of
his total points at the half way point. The committee voted 14-2 to to allow him to stay in B class for the
rest of the season.
A discussion was had about the Pee wee A/B race times.
When the A and B classes were combined as an emergency rule change during this season it extended
the B class race time from 20 min to 25 min this was just enough to make it to long for the electric bikes
competing in the B class we decided to look into if the B class timing could be stopped at 20 min.
No decision as of this time.
Motion to adjourn
Randy R 2nd Randy Faul

